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Abstract. Detecting and monitoring of moving and potentially hazardous slopes requires reliable estimations of velocities. Separating any movement signal from measurement
noise is crucial for understanding the temporal variability of
slope movements and detecting changes in the movement
regime, which may be important indicators of the process.
Thus, methods capable of estimating velocity and its changes
reliably are required. In this paper we develop and test a
method for deriving velocities based on noisy GPS (Global
Positioning System) data, suitable for various movement patterns and variable signal-to-noise-ratios (SNR). We tested
this method on synthetic data, designed to mimic the characteristics of diverse processes, but where we have full knowledge of the underlying velocity patterns, before applying it
to explore data collected.

1 Introduction
Slope movement and the development of related instabilities
are both natural mass-transfer processes and bring potential
risks to infrastructure and human life. Investigating and understanding processes governing slope movement is key to
the development of risk reduction frameworks which seek
to provide early warning of significant slope movements. In
particular, changes in slope velocity can be indicators of not
only developing instabilities, but also related processes such
as snowmelt infiltration or changes in ground temperature.
The importance of improved understanding of such processes, particularly in periglacial regions, is emphasized by

predicted and observed changes to slope stability, which are
postulated to be related to permafrost thaw and glacier retreat
(Haeberli et al., 1997).
A number of observations of rapid mass movements have
been made in periglacial regions (e.g. Lewkowicz and Harris, 2005) and, additionally, pronounced accelerations of rock
glaciers in Europe have been observed (e.g. Roer et al., 2008;
Delaloye et al., 2008b), and hypothesized to be driven by increasing air temperatures (e.g. Delaloye et al., 2010). However, due to difficult access, slopes in steep mountain terrain
are challenging to monitor, and often observations take the
form of repeated manual campaigns during the snow-free
period. These only allow measurement of interannual (Lambiel and Delaloye, 2004) or, if repeated a few times per year,
coarse seasonal variations in velocity (e.g. Perruchoud and
Delaloye, 2007). To analyse short-term velocity fluctuations,
higher temporal resolution is required. As many slopes have
low rates of displacement (a few cm per year), very accurate
measurements and effective methods for their interpretation
are required to observe such behaviour.
Observing surface displacement is a cost-effective method
for investigating the dynamics of unstable slopes. In principle, any approach which allows repeated measurements of
known points can provide insights into surface movements.
Where the aim is to measure very small displacements over
a long time period, continuous in situ observations have
proved effective. Of these, GPS (Global Positing System,
or other Global Navigation Satellite Systems) has proved
to be particularly suitable and has been widely applied to
study landslides (e.g. Gili et al., 2000; Malet et al., 2002;
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Coe et al., 2003; Squarzoni et al., 2005) and rock glaciers
(e.g. Lambiel and Delaloye, 2004; Delaloye et al., 2008a).
Its advantages include (a) the possibility to measure in three
dimensions (3-D) with millimetre accuracy (Limpach and
Grimm, 2009) and high temporal resolution, (b) relative independence from weather conditions (note that high winds
may however cause mast displacements, and snow coverage
signal loss), (c) no requirement for direct visibility between
measurement points, and (d) autonomous operation (Malet
et al., 2002).
Essentially, GPS measurements of slopes generate time series of positions, from which a wide variety of movement parameters (MPs) such as speed, direction or acceleration can
be derived. All MPs must be estimated using a set of positions, and are thus strongly dependent on the selected time
window (number of measurement points; Laube and Purves,
2011; Jerde and Visscher, 2005; Berthling et al., 2000). The
limiting factor in estimating temporal variation in a MP is
the precision and accuracy of the positional measurements
themselves. Thus, a MP can only be estimated meaningfully
where there is sufficient movement between consecutive estimates of MPs (Jerde and Visscher, 2005) since data with
a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) cannot support reliable estimates (Laube and Purves, 2011). For example, GPS measurements of slope displacements with high temporal resolutions (e.g. daily) typically have a low SNR (Massey et al.,
2013) due to their low velocities. Even for GPS measurements on glaciers with comparably higher velocities, a low
SNR was reported (Dunse et al., 2012; Vieli et al., 2004). The
estimation of MPs from noisy position data typically involve
the fitting of some function to the data. The simplest possibility is to fit a linear regression to a set of points, with common methods including the use of splines (e.g. Copland et al.,
2003; Hanson and Hooke, 1994) or a smoothing over several
days (e.g. Dunse et al., 2012). However, these approaches
assume a continuous SNR over the entire time series. While
some movements might show a steady displacement, others
have strong short-term variability and thus a highly variable
SNR (glaciers: e.g. Vieli et al., 2004 and Dunse et al., 2012;
landslides: Coe et al., 2003; and permafrost slopes: Buchli
et al., 2013). Additionally, the noise level of GPS-derived positions is variable in time, further contributing to temporally
variable SNR in data collected using such methods. A key requirement in studying short-term variability of slope movements based on continuous GPS is thus a method which can
estimate signal and noise and adapt time windows locally.
Such an approach will ensure that large displacements are not
oversmoothed, while a displacement signal is only detected
where it actually exists. One candidate method is kernel regression smoothing (KRS) using local bandwidths (smoothing windows) optimized based on the noise level of the data
(Herrmann, 1997). However, experiences have shown that
KRS using local bandwidths tends to overestimate the variability of the data (M. Mächler, personal communication,
2013).
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Our study has the following aims: (a) developing and
testing a robust method for analysing movement data with
low and variable SNR. (b) A comparison of the developed
method to existing approaches assuming (i) a constant sampling window and (ii) local bandwidths. (c) Illustrating the
application of the new method to a case study.
The proposed method is called SNRT (signal-to-noise
thresholding). It uses Monte Carlo simulations to estimate
the uncertainty in individual positions and thus to derive
a SNR and, iteratively, an appropriate sampling window. It
thus differs from KRS in that derived MPs are not, per se,
smoothed. To allow comparison of the method we firstly generated synthetic time series, before exploring the results obtained from two 1-year time series of daily GPS measurements with subcentimetre accuracy. Both stations are located
on the orographic right side of the Matter Valley, Switzerland: one on a fast rock glacier, the other one on a large
and deep-seated complex landslide. Both locations are situated in permafrost and thus relevant to the understanding
of cryosphere-moderated-temperature control of slope movements and associated natural hazards.

2

Study area

The study site is located above the villages Herbriggen
and Randa at the orographic right side of the Mattertal,
in the Canton of Valais, Switzerland. The two GPS stations are located on west-facing slopes of the peak Breithorn
(3178 m a.s.l. – above sea level) with a mean slope angle
of approximately 30◦ . Permafrost is abundant in this area
(Boeckli et al., 2012). The main lithology is gneiss belonging to the crystalline Mischabel unit (Labhart, 1995). In most
places the bedrock is covered with debris, either originating
from weathering of the bedrock or from various gravitational
processes such as rockslides. At most places vegetation is
rare. Station pos55 (at 2650 m a.s.l.; Fig. 1) was mounted on
the tongue of a rock glacier that is about 130 m wide, 600 m
long and up to 40 m thick (Delaloye et al., 2013). In 2008, the
rock glacier had an average horizontal displacement of about
0.5 m per year (measured with InSAR; Strozzi et al., 2009).
The velocity of the tongue has continuously increased since
2007 to up to 5 m per year in 2010/11 (measured with annually repeated GPS surveys; Delaloye et al., 2013). Station
pos27 (3149 m a.s.l.; Fig. 1) was installed on a double ridge
within a large deep-seated landslide. The entire landslide is
about 450 m wide and 1 km long and has an elevation difference of about 650 m. The average horizontal displacement is
approximately 0.5 m per year (Strozzi et al., 2009).
The GPS stations used (Fig. 1) are suitable for highmountain environments (Beutel et al., 2011; Buchli et al.,
2012) and comprise a low-cost single-frequency GPS receiver and a two-axis inclinometer (see Fig. 2). Energy is
provided by a photovoltaic system and a battery. The stations
are installed on large boulders assumed to be carried along
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/14/2503/2014/
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with the displacement of the entire slope. Nonetheless, an inference has to be made from this point measurement at the
surface to the behaviour at depth or in a larger area around
the measurement. A displacement measured at the surface
could originate from translation of an entire slope or simply
from local rotation of the boulder, on which the instrument is
anchored (Fig. 3). For continuous monitoring, GPS antennae
must be positioned above the expected snow depth to prevent signal loss even during wet snow conditions (Schleppe
and Lachapelle, 2008). Therefore, the GPS antenna and inclinometer are mounted on top of a mast (hmast = 1.5 m, Fig. 4).
A mast, however, makes the GPS signal more sensitive to local rotations that may then be misinterpreted as translations
of the slope. Here, the measurement of mast inclination in
combination with GPS allow us to separate translation and
rotation components. The setup allows continuous measurements of positions and mast inclination with high temporal
resolution (one GPS solution per day), temporal coverage
of several years and high accuracy (subcentimetre accuracy;
Buchli et al., 2012; Wirz et al., 2013). The instrumentation
is described in more detail in Buchli et al. (2012) and Wirz
et al. (2013).
3
3.1
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Figure 1. Locations and field impressions of the GPS stations of
pos27 and pos55. The small photo (bottom right) shows GPS station
pos55 at the end of June 2012, by then the station is strongly tilted
towards the slope. Each GPS station includes a GPS antenna and
two inclinometers that are mounted on top of a mast. The energy to
operate the devices is provided by a photovoltaic energy harvesting
system and backed by a battery. (Photos: V. Wirz and R. Delaloye.)
LK200 from the year 2008 (reproduced with permission of swisstopo BA14054).

Data
GPS

The data were collected from summer 2011 to summer 2012.
GPS solutions have a temporal resolution of 1 day. The GPS
solutions were calculated at the Geodesy and Geodynamics
Lab of ETH Zurich, based on a single-frequency differential
carrier-phase technique using the software Bernese (Limpach
and Grimm, 2009; Dach et al., 2007) and provided a local
Swiss projection (CH1903). Solutions are calculated with
a static approach, using all daily measurements to compute
a single and highly accurate daily solution (Buchli et al.,
2012). The main error sources are satellite related (clock
and orbit errors), atmosphere related (ionospheric and tropospheric delay), and receiver related (multipath or phasecentre variations; Li, 2011). By applying a differencing static
approach, most of these errors can be eliminated because
similar influences on all nearby receivers cancel out (Gili
et al., 2000; Den Ouden et al., 2010).
For each daily GPS position, the standard deviation of all
components (N , E, h) and their covariances are calculated.
The standard deviation (usually less than a millimetre) describes the precision of the solution and is not a direct measure of the accuracy of the position (usually of 1 cm or less).
The accuracy of the GPS positions cannot be calculated as no
reference value is available. Nevertheless, the precision of the
measurements can be estimated by calculating the standard
deviation of the daily position values at a reference station.
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The reference station is assumed to be stable and is
mounted on a large boulder on a flat meadow approximately
2 km away from the other stations.
The standard deviation of the error at the reference station
over a period of several months (measured with the same devices) is 0.4 mm in the horizontal and 2.4 mm in the vertical.
The range of the horizontal error is 2.8 mm, and 12.7 mm
for the vertical. In order to get realistic and conservative estimates of the position errors, the standard deviation of the
daily solutions are multiplied by 10 as it is commonly done
to estimate the actual standard deviation of GPS positions (P.
Limpach, personal communication, 2013). This results in an
estimated standard deviation of about 1.5 mm in the horizontal (E, N) and about 3.5 mm in the vertical (h), thus slightly
higher than the precision of the positions of the reference
station. The covariances between the components of the positions are typically very low (< 0.01 mm). The standard deviations of the GPS solutions are shown in Fig. 2.
3.2

Inclinometer

A two-axis inclinometer (SCA830-D07, VTI Technologies,
2010) measures the tilt of the GPS mast in the two directions
perpendicular to it (x and y direction) with a temporal resolution of 5 min. A rotation around the axis of the mast (z axis)
is not measured. The accuracy of the sensor, described by
its offset calibration error (at 25 ◦ C) that includes a calibration error and drift over lifetime, is ±1.1◦ (VTI Technologies,
2010). Further noise is caused by environmental factors such
as wind or temperature changes (±1.5◦ from −40 to +125◦ ,
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 14, 2503–2520, 2014
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Figure 2. GPS positions (E, N , h) and inclinometer measurements ( θ and its az) of positions pos55 and pos27 and their error range (± the
standard deviation σ , in grey). The temporal resolution is 1 day. For better readability, the positions (E, N, h) are given relative to the position
at the start of the measurements. Note, that both axes differ for pos55 and pos27. The vertical black lines indicate differing measurement
devices (exchange of measurement device).

VTI Technologies, 2010). The resulting subdaily variations
are small and no significant correlation with wind or air temperature measured at a co-located meteorological station was
found. Daily median, standard deviation, and covariance of
inclination were calculated from the raw measurements. The
standard deviation is typically 0.1◦ , ranging from 0.001 to
0.2◦ (Fig. 2) and covariances are relatively small (median:
0.0004◦ for pos55 and 0.04◦ for pos27).
Two assumptions are necessary to calculate the tilt of the
GPS mast: (a) no rotation occurs around the z axis (Fig. 4) as
this is not measured in the current setup, and (b) the centre of
rotation lies on the z axis. We distinguish a local coordinate
system that differs between devices and that is given by the
directions of their two inclinometers, and a global coordinate
system (CH1903) in which the GPS solutions are delivered.
In order to detect a rotation of the mast around the z axis
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and to transform the local coordinate system to CH1903, the
orientation of the mast (mast.o; Fig. 4) is measured manually in the field when deploying or exchanging a device. The
manual measurements of orientation have a precision of approximately 5◦ .
The inclination θ and its azimuth φ of the mast tilt in the
local coordinate system are calculated with rotation matrices
(for detail see, Eq. A1 in Appendix). φ in the local coordinate
system is transformed into CH1903 (az, in degrees eastwards
from north) using the sign of the raw inclination measurements and mast.o. The inclinometer data, which have a sampling interval of 5 min, are aggregated daily to the median
value.
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Figure 3. Schematic of differing slides and possible sources of rotation/translation (modified after Varnes, 1978): (a) translational slide with
failure plane paralleling surface, (b) rotational slide with surface of rupture curved concavely upward, and (c) complex slide with various
(unknown) types of slides involved and local rotation of a small volume below the GPS station.

3.3

Combination of GPS and inclinometer data

The inclinometer measurements are used to correct the GPS
positions (measured at the top of the mast) for tilt of the mast.
Based on daily θ and az of the mast’s tilt, the position of the
foot (the positions corrected for the mast tilt: Ef , Nf , hf ) is
computed using standard trigonometry.
The assumption that the mast foot is the centre of rotation is further investigated. Assuming that the real centre of
rotation remains constant in time and lies on the z axis, its
location (e.g. within the boulder the mast is mounted on) is
approximated by increasing the mast height (hmast ). With the
best approximation of the true centre of rotation, the estimated MP, especially the direction of movement, should be
smoothest.
4

Methods

4.1

SNRT

The aim of this study was to develop a method sensitive to the
uncertainty of the data. Two movement parameters are calculated with SNRT: magnitude of the velocity (v, in this paper
referred to as velocity) and direction of movement (aziv ). The
applied smoothing window depends on the SNR; i.e. for each
velocity period the SNR must be higher than a predefined
threshold. The SNR is estimated using Monte Carlo simulations.
4.1.1

Calculation of movement parameters

Velocities (v) are calculated based on linear fits through daily
positions as a function of time (Appendix Fig. B1). The direction of movement (aziv ) is derived and given as degrees
eastwards from north:
aziv = √

N
E2 + N 2 + E

.

(1)

Velocities are calculated for the positions of the GPS antenna
and the mast foot (see Sect. 3.3). In order to find time windows with a SNR higher than a predefined threshold, we
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/14/2503/2014/

loop through all data points using increasing window sizes
w and test if the SNR criterium is fulfilled; i.e. that the SNR
is higher than the threshold. The selection of the smoothing
window in SNRT is further described with pseudocode and
a figure in Appendix B. The SNR is given as
SNR =

|µv |
,
σv

(2)

with µv being the mean and σv the standard deviation of velocity over all realizations of MCS.
For each estimated velocity period, the start and end date,
the mean velocity µv , the median of the direction of movement (aziv ), the standard deviation of velocity σv , the standard deviation of the direction of movement σazi-v , and its
SNR are stored. MPs are calculated separately for periods
with differing measurement devices if these have been exchanged during field visits. This is because the slight offsets
between differing inclinometers and antennae would otherwise cause artefacts in the resulting MPs.
For the velocity estimations of pos27 and pos55 different
parameter values are applied for the threshold (t = 3, 5, 10,
15, 20, 30, 40 or 50) and the mast height (hmast = 1.5, 2, 2.5,
3, or 3.5 m).
4.1.2

Uncertainty estimation

A Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) is useful for estimating
the uncertainty of model outputs and has previously been
applied to the estimation of MPs from GPS positions (Mair
et al., 2001; Laube and Purves, 2011). In this study, MCS is
used to estimate the uncertainty (SNR) of MPs derived for
the GPS antenna and mast foot (corrected for the tilt of the
mast). In each realization, the error is sampled from a multivariate normal distribution (with µ = 0 m, and the covariance
matrix) and added to the measured data and the resulting MPs
are recalculated. We assume that the data are neither temporally nor spatially autocorrelated. This is a conservative assumption. Estimated errors are likely to be higher than those
from spatially and temporally autocorrelated data (Laube and
Purves, 2011). Based on the modelled positions MPs are then
calculated (see Sect. 4.1.1). We distinguish MPs in 1-D, 2-D
(horizontal velocity) and 3-D. For MPs at the mast foot, the
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 14, 2503–2520, 2014
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one-phase GPS-antenna
-> position (E, N, h)

Table 1. Summary of the errors for the different methods: SNRT
(with different thresholds: 5, 20, and 50), simple, spline, and lokern.
Errors are defined as the mean of the absolute difference between
estimated velocities and the reference velocity vtrue . The errors are
given as 10−4 m d−1 . Bold numbers indicate the smallest errors for
each test-case (e.g. 0.81 for A-a).

θ

2-axis inclinometer
-> X, Y [-90°– 90°]

φ

hmast
+Y
-X

Z
N
mast.o *

Case

Simple

SNRT-5

SNRT-20

SNRT-50

Spline

Lokern

A-a
A-b
A-c

48.56
4.27
0.53

2.60
1.64
0.54

0.81
0.63
0.38

2.60
1.64
0.54

1.01
1.46
1.41

1.25
0.44
0.15

B-a
B-b
B-c

49.52
4.54
0.50

2.28
1.15
0.44

3.20
1.15
0.31

3.20
1.48
0.82

1.47
1.36
1.38

2.51
0.27
0.05

C-a
C-b
C-c

41.71
5.13
0.62

10.97
2.20
0.62

13.87
4.80
0.93

16.50
9.86
0.91

29.24
29.09
29.07

9.11
2.32
1.08

+X

* angle [deg] between North and the

-Y

+X-direction of the vertical GPS mast
eastwards from North

Figure 4. Terms and conventions used: measurement setup with
single-phase GPS receiver and two inclinometers. The tilt of the
GPS mast is measured with two inclinometers installed perpendicular to the GPS antenna. This setup allows us to calculate θ and φ
of the tilted GPS mast.

error of the inclinometer data (with σtheta and σaz ) and the orientation of the mast (errormast.o ) are sampled and included in
addition to the errors of the GPS position. The uncertainty of
mast.o is sampled from a normal distribution (with µ = 0◦ ,
and σ = 5◦ ), and mast.o remains constant for the entire period during which a device is installed at a site.
In order to limit computational effort, we test the stability
of the results after every additional 250 realizations. If the
standard deviation of the SNR over the last 250 realizations
(Eq. 3) is smaller than 0.08 the MCS is stopped. Otherwise,
they are continued up to a maximum of 2000 realizations.
The standard deviation of the SNR over the last 250 additional realizations is calculated as follows:
p
σSNR = VAR(SNRall ),
(3)
with SNRall = [SNRi+1 , SNRi+2 , . . . , SNRi+250 ],
where i refers to the previously done realizations (i =
[250, 500, 750, . . . , 1750], SNRi+1 is the SNR of the velocity
calculated including all previously performed realizations (i)
plus one additional realization, and SNRi+250 is the SNR of
the velocity calculated including also all the additional 250
realizations.
4.2

Sensitivity testing

The performance of SNRT was tested using three types of
synthetic time series designed to represent typical patterns
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 14, 2503–2520, 2014

of slope movements: (A) slow linear displacement with two
periods of slightly different velocities (v1 = 5, v2 = 13), (B)
velocity following a sine function (σv = 5), and (C) slow linear displacement with a short peak of high velocity (quarter
sine function, 15 data points). For each pattern (A, B, C), we
generated three cases based on differing random noise levels:
(a) noise level equal to 10 times the lowest, respectively its
mean (case B) velocity (σnoise = 10 × vmin, mean ), (b) noise
level equal to the lowest (case B: min) velocity (σnoise =
vmin, mean ), and (c) noise level is 10 times smaller than the
lowest (case B: min) velocity (σnoise = vmin, mean ×10−1 ). For
comparison, also the simple velocity calculations (1dist/1t
of the unfiltered time series), the cubic smoothing spline
function (spline; Hastie and Tibshirani, 1986; Chambers and
Hastie, 1992, using the R function smoothing.spline), and
kernel regression smoothing with local plug-in bandwidth
(lokern; Gasser et al., 1991; Seifert et al., 1994, using the R
function lokern), were used to estimate velocities. For SNRT,
500–2000 realizations were used in the MCS and differing
thresholds (5, 20, 50) were applied. The optimal smoothing parameter (spar) for spline was determined using leaveone-out cross-validation. We tested the errors of the residuals of the first derivation of spline functions with different
smoothing-parameters. The lokern function was parameterized assuming heteroscedastic error variables for the variance
estimation, and the variance of the error variables was set to
be twice the variance of the position data.

5
5.1

Results and interpretation
Sensitivity tests with synthetic data

At most, 1750 realizations are needed to obtain stable standard deviations of the SNR (σSNR < 0.8) during MCS.
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/14/2503/2014/
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noise=vmin

A-a

A-b

0.010

noise=vmin/10
low SNR
spline *
lokern
simple

'true value'
SNRT 5
SNRT 20
SNRT 50

A-c

0.005

*spline: spar= 0.842 / 0.985 /
0.983

B-a

B-b

B-c

0.010

0.015

*spline: spar= 0.984 / 0.981 /
0.985

C-b

C-c

*spline: spar= 0.984 / 0.984 /
0.983

0.010

0.020

C-a

0

velocity [m/d]

0.03 0

0.005

velocity [m/d]

0.020

0

velocity [m/d]

0.015

noise=vmin*10

2509

t0

t100

t200

t300

Figure 5. Synthetic time series of positions following (A) linear displacement, (B) following sine function, and (C) linear displacement
with short peak in velocity. For each time series three different periods with different noise levels are modelled (a: σnoise = vmin × 10; b:
σnoise = vmin ; c: σnoise = vmin × 10−1 ). The velocity of the displacement without noise (the “true” velocities) are plotted in dark grey with
white dots. Velocities have been estimated with different methods (SNRT: blue, violet and dark red; simple: grey; spline: orange; and lokern:
green). Periods with a SNR below the threshold t (SNRT 5, 20, or 50) are indicated with dashed lines.

Figure 5 shows estimated velocities for the synthetic time
series, calculated with the different methods. An overview of
the resulting errors (difference to reference velocity without
noise, vtrue ) is given in Table 1. The results of SNRT obviously depend on the threshold chosen. For case A (all noiselevels), errors are smallest when a threshold of 20 is used. For
cases B and C, the smallest errors are mostly obtained with
a threshold of 5. However, for case A with a threshold of 5
the temporal variability is overestimated for a medium–high

www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/14/2503/2014/

noise level. Often, the largest error occurs with a threshold
of 50. Here, for case A-a or B-a no distinction between periods of different velocities is made anymore. In most cases
the SNR is close to the threshold but in some periods it stays
below it (e.g. in A-a with a threshold of 20, one period has an
SNR of 9.5). In general, the differences between estimations
with different thresholds are smaller than between different
methods, especially for high noise levels (Table 1).

Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 14, 2503–2520, 2014
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Figure 6. Total displacement at pos55 and pos27 of the GPS position at the antenna, the inclinometer measurements and the position of the
GPS foot (corrected for mast tilt). Data points with an error (in the original data) that is higher than the 95 % quantile are marked with grey
circles. The uncertainty (σ ) of the cumulative distance (grey) is estimated using 2000 MCS (Sect. 4.1.2). Note that both axes differ for pos55
and pos27.

If the noise is high compared to the velocity, errors
are generally, unsurprisingly, largest independently of the
method applied. The main differences to the true velocity
occur if the simple method is applied (41.7 ≤ errorsimple ≤
48.6). vsimple strongly overestimates vtrue for all patterns
(A-a, B-a, C-a). If the noise is high, for case A the errors
are smallest with SNRT and a threshold of 20 (errorSNRT =
0.81), and for cases B and C with lokern (errorlokern ≤ 2.51).
However, vlokern overestimates the variability during the period of constant displacement in case C, and the timing of
acceleration in case A-a is incorrect. With SNRT, errors are
low in comparison (0.3 ≤ errorSNRT ≤ 16.5) and the patters
are mostly well reproduced for cases A-a and C-a. However,
vSNRT does not depict the sinusoidal form of vtrue in B-a. Using spline, errors are comparably small for cases A and B
(1 ≤ errorspline ≤ 1.5), but the high velocities in the speed-up
event (case C-a) are smoothed. Hence, errorspline is large for
case C-a (errorspline =9.11). Furthermore, the timing of acceleration in case A-a is not correct for vspline . If the noise is
similar to the velocity, errors are strongly reduced compared
to the high noise level. Nonetheless, estimated velocities with
the simple method show strong, spurious, fluctuations. With
SNRT, the three movement patterns are well reproduced and
errors are similar to those from spline or lokern. In particular, for periods of constant linear displacements, the errors
of vSNRT tend to be smaller compared to the other methods.
However, vlokern is mostly the smallest. With spline, the si-
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nusoidal form (B-b) is well depicted, but the sudden peak in
C-b is smoothed out. If the noise is small compared to the
velocity, errors and differences between the methods and parameter settings become small. The largest errors occur for
C-c. Here, errorspline is the highest (29.07). errorlokern (≤ 0.2)
is small for cases A-c and B-c. The smallest errors for C-c result with the simple method (errorsimple = 0.62).
5.2

Estimation of movement parameters
from field measurements

The total displacement measured at the antenna of pos55 in
the study site over a period of 355 days was 4.65 m (σ =
3.3 mm; Fig. 6). The total displacement of the mast foot,
corrected for rotation, was 5.22 m (σ = 3.2 mm). The total
rotation of the mast was 33.4◦ and strongly accelerated in
May 2012. During a period of about 1 month, the inclination
of the mast increased by 20◦ . At pos27 the total displacement at the antenna over a period of 426 days was 19.5 cm
(σ = 4 mm), similar to the cumulative displacement of the
mast foot (19.8 cm with σ = 3.8 mm). The total rotation was
1.4◦ .
Velocities (v) and direction of movement (aziv ) for pos27
and pos55 are estimated using different parameters for t
and hmast (Sect. 4.1.1). Here, mainly the differences caused
by applying different thresholds are shown. For pos27 and
pos55 a maximum of 1250 and 2000 realizations, respectively, are required during MCS to obtain stable results
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/14/2503/2014/
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Figure 7. Distribution of the horizontal velocities (upper plots) and
the direction of the movement (aziv , lower plot) calculated with
SNRT applying different thresholds. Note that the y axes differ for
pos55 and pos27.

(σSNR < 0.8). Differences caused by differing thresholds are
summarized with box-and-whisker plots (Fig. 7). For pos27,
both the median and the range of the velocities decrease
with increasing thresholds. In addition, the range of aziv
decreases with higher thresholds. For a threshold of 15 or
higher the median for both v and aziv remain rather constant
(4.6 × 10−4 m d−1 in 256◦ eastwards from north). By contrast, for pos55 the median of the velocity slightly increases
with increasing thresholds, but remains more or less constant
(0.17 × 10−2 m d−1 ). The range of velocities does not decrease with higher thresholds. The range of aziv , however, is
smaller for thresholds above 20 than for low ones (3 and 5).
The temporal variability of velocity and the direction of
movement were larger at pos55 than at pos27 (Fig. 8). At
pos55 v varied between 30 and 233 % and aziv between 3 and
113 % compared to the mean value (t = 15). At pos27, the
differences to the mean were only 89–112 % for v and 96–
104 % for aziv (t = 15). Velocities at pos55 followed a seasonal cycle with higher values in summer, but a more or less
constant aziv (270◦ ). In May 2012, velocities suddenly increased from about 1 to up to 4 cm d−1 and the direction of
movement changed. This peak lasted for about 1 month. At
pos27, no obvious seasonal pattern is visible although periods of slightly different velocities can be identified: velocities
were generally highest in autumn (October) and lowest at the
end of winter (February/March).
Figure 8 illustrates velocities estimated with different
methods. At pos55, during periods of rather constant displacement (e.g. March 2012) differences between the methods are relatively small. The main differences between the
methods occurred around data gaps (e.g. March 2011) or
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/14/2503/2014/
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in spring 2012 (mainly May) when velocities accelerated.
While vSNRT increased to nearly 4 cm d−1 in spring, the maxima of vspline is about 1 cm d−1 and the maxima of vlokern is
2 cm d−1 . Around data gaps, vspline is higher than vSNRT or
vsimple , and vlokern is lower. In December 2011, various periods of the temporal variability of vSNRT are comparably
high. The differences between vSNRT with different thresholds are small. For pos27, the differences between the methods are generally large. vsimple was higher and fluctuated
stronger compared to the other methods. The temporal variability of vlokern is also higher compared to vSNRT . Differences between vSNRT and vspline mainly occur around data
gaps. As for pos55, the differences between vSNRT with different thresholds are small.
5.3

Correction for mast tilt

At pos55 the course of the relative horizontal positions of the
mast foot (corrected for the mast tilt) over time is more linear (similar direction of movement) compared to that of the
antenna (Fig. 9). The difference between antenna and foot increases with time as the tilt of the GPS mast increases. For
pos27, the differences between the displacement at the antenna and the foot are small (Figs. 2, 9). Here, the main difference in the positions of the GPS foot occur during device
changes. The assumption that the centre of the rotation of the
station is assumed to be equal to that of the mast foot is possibly not realistic, as stations are mounted on large boulders.
By increasing hmast , a centre of rotation is modelled, which
lies on the z axis below the foot (within the boulder; Fig. 9,
pos55). The displacement appears most linear when hmast is
set to 2.5 m, suggesting that this may be a useful correction.
However, differences become very small if the velocity of the
antenna and the foot are summarized, e.g. mean velocity.

6
6.1

Discussion
Comparison of methods and parameter settings

The results of the sensitivity tests with synthetic time series
are summarized in Table 2. For a low noise level, the performance of all methods is satisfactory, even with the simple method (Fig. 5). However, if noise levels are equal to, or
higher, than the signal (velocity), calculated velocities clearly
depend on the applied method and parameter setting. For
high noise levels, the smallest errors are obtained for cases C
and B with lokern, and for case A with SNRT using a threshold of 20. The largest errors occur with a strongly variable
SNR (C-c). All methods, except for SNRT, overestimate temporal variability during periods of constant linear displacement. Only SNRT performs well both for the period of constant velocity and the sudden peaks but the error is comparably high. The main reason for this is a misrepresentation of
the timing of acceleration: due to the high noise, the periods
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 14, 2503–2520, 2014
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Table 2. Summary of the sensitivity tests for the different methods and noise levels. In addition, for each method, suitable applications using
GPS data with an accuracy on the order of millimetres to a few centimetres are given. Methods have been applied to estimate the velocities
for synthetic time series with three different movement patterns (A, B, C) and noise levels (a, b, c; see Sect. 5.1). For SNRT it is distinguished
between the different thresholds (t = 5, 20, 50).
Noise-level:

Evaluation

Suitable application

Overestimation of the velocity and its
temporal variability; movement patterns not represented

+ suitable for time series with low
noise level − not suitable for medium–
high noise levels

Displacement per time larger than about 10 times the
standard deviation of the error of GPS solutions and
smooth transitions between periods of slow and fast
movement. Examples are
+ fast moving glaciers
+ ice islands or ice bergs

Generally good performance, especially with t = 20; t = 5: slightly overestimation of the temporal variability;
t = 50: timing of acceleration sometimes not fully correct due to large
smoothing windows

Generally good performance, especially for C-a; t = 5: temporal variability slightly overestimated; t = 20/t =
50: movement patterns of A-a and Ba not well represented due to large
smoothing windows

Returns discrete reliable velocity estimations representative for given periods
+ suitable for various noise levels and
variable SNR
− for high noise levels timing of
acceleration not correct due to large
smoothing-windows

Reliable velocity estimations even for velocities much
smaller than 10 times the standard deviation of the error of GPS solutions and where the SNR potentially
changes over time. Examples are
+ deep-seated landslides (>1mm/d, potentially with
sudden acceleration)
+ rock glacier movements, potentially with sudden acceleration in spring
+ gelifluction, with sharp acceleration during snowmelt
+ slow-moving glaciers, such as seracs on hanging
glaciers

Generally good performance, except for C-c;
timing of acceleration not
fully accurate (e.g. A-c)

Generally good, but timing of acceleration not fully accurate and underestimation of sudden peak in velocity (Cb)

Generally good performance, but timing of acceleration not correct in A-a
and C-a

+ suitable for time series with smooth
accelerations (sinusoidal movementpatter)
− not suitable for time series with variable SNR

Velocity estimation of movements with smooth acceleration ( sinusoidal velocity regime). Examples are
+ rock glaciers with sinusoidal movement-regime
+ deep-seated landslides in seasonal frost

Good performance

Generally good performance, but temporal variability in C-b overestimated

Temporal variability slightly overestimated (clear overestimation of temporal variability in C-a), timing of acceleration not fully accurate (A-a)

+ suitable for time series with variable
SNR and low to medium noise level
− for a high noise level and variable
SNR the temporal variability is overestimated

Detection of the timing of acceleration, for various
movement regimes, even for high noise levels and variable SNR. Examples are
+ glaciers with medium velocity and sudden acceleration or deceleration
+ very fast rock glaciers or landslides

low (c)
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Figure 8. Top: Horizontal velocity and aziv , calculated with SNRT and a t of 15. Periods with a SNR smaller than the predefined t are
plotted in light blue. Bottom: comparison of different methods to estimate the horizontal velocity at pos27 and pos55. Next to the velocities
estimated with SNRT and t of 15 or 30, also the simple, (4dist/4t of the unfiltered GPS positions), spline and lokern methods are also
applied. Data points in the GPS data, with a standard deviation higher than the 95 % quantile are indicated with light blue circles.
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Figure 9. East and north positions of the antenna (black) and foot (grey) for pos55 and pos27. Note that the range of both axes differ. For
pos55, additional positions of the foot that are corrected for the rotation of the GPS mast based on using different distances to the GPS
antenna (hmast = 2, 2.5, 3 and 3.5 m) are shown.

become comparably large and hence the timing of acceleration is not accurately captured.
For medium–high noise levels, the data need to be filtered
to obtain realistic velocity estimations. Differences between
noise levels and parameter settings are larger for vspline than
for vSNRT or vlokern . Using spline, a good representation of
both slow constant displacement and sudden peaks of velocities is not possible, irrespectively of the applied smoothing
parameter. In contrast to spline, SNRT and lokern both adapt
the size of the smoothing window to the noise in the underlying data and thus can better handle a variable SNR. An
important quality of SNRT compared to the other methods is
that calculated velocities always stay within the range of the
data, whereas vlokern and especially vspline can over- or undershoot the true velocities. Furthermore, in contrast to the other
methods tested, derived velocities with SNRT represent average velocities representative of a given period. If velocities
and, thus, the SNR are high, obtained velocities have a high
temporal resolution and peaks are not smoothed out. For periods with small velocities (and low SNR), the smoothing
window is larger. This allows separating the signal from the
noise and thus enhances the reliability of the estimated velocity and especially its variation. This is important when variations in velocity are used to investigate underlying factors
and processes (cf. Coe et al., 2003; Buchli et al., 2013). Furthermore, distinguishing better between random fluctuation
and real acceleration may carry benefits for early warning. A
reliable assessment of SNRT in this context requires, however, more detailed investigation. The disadvantage of SNRT
is that for a low SNR, a smooth acceleration of the movement
(e.g. sinusoidal form) is not reproduced, but given as steps
(at least for thresholds that ensure stable results). Similarly,
the timing of acceleration cannot be detected exactly for a
low SNR due to the large window sizes. Consequently, it is
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crucial when interpreting the temporal variability of vSNRT
to note that the acceleration occurs not between the different velocity periods, but in the time between one midpoint
of a period to the next midpoint. An important advantage of
SNRT is that all periods have a SNR higher than the predefined threshold, which helps to interpret the temporal variability. According to Jerde and Visscher (2005) the distance
between two data points should be higher than five times the
error of the data in order to be able to separate the true displacement from the noise. If a threshold of ≥ 5 is chosen with
SNRT, a velocity (signal) that is at least 5 times higher than
its uncertainty is obtained.
6.2

Application to measurements

The influence of the chosen SNR thresholds and the comparison of the different methods were further investigated with
the GPS data of the pos27 and pos55 (see Sect. 5.2). While
for pos27 the median and range of the velocity estimations
decrease with increasing thresholds, this is not the case for
pos55 (Fig. 7). Here, the mean velocity (1.6 cm d−1 ) is about
10 times higher than the noise (∼ 1.5 mm). By contrast, the
velocity at pos27 (0.45 mm d−1 ) is less than a third of the
noise (∼ 1.5 mm). We interpret those plots in a similar way to
Laube and Purves (2011) and argue that if between the results
of different thresholds no significant difference in the calculated velocities exists, the velocity estimations are no longer
affected by the uncertainty in the data for those thresholds.
For pos27, this means that a threshold of 15 or higher should
be applied. For pos55, a threshold between 3 and 50 seems
reasonable but the direction of movement becomes more stable (smaller range) when a threshold above 20 is used.
Differences between the velocities calculated with different methods were generally smaller at pos55 than at
pos27 (Fig. 8), as the SNR at pos27 is lower. The temporal
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 14, 2503–2520, 2014
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variability and range of the velocity estimations are generally
the highest for the simple method. At pos27, the temporal
variability of vlokern is clearly higher than vSNRT and vspline .
At pos55 this is not so clear, especially in spring 2012 when
several peaks occurred. Here, vsimple and vSNRT are about 2–
4 times higher than vspline or vlokern . Furthermore, the temporal variability of vSNRT at pos55 was comparably high in
November and December 2011. During this time the SNR
was below the set threshold for various periods. This was
likely caused by high standard deviations of the underlying
GPS solutions (above the 95 % quantile of all standard deviations). Spline and lokern fail to realistically interpolate data
gaps.
6.3

Temporal variability of estimated velocities

Velocities at pos55 follow a seasonal cycle with the lowest
values in winter (Fig. 8). In spring 2012, several peaks occurred. The strongest peak, which lasted for nearly a month,
was observed in May 2012. The sinusoidal form of the seasonal velocity variations have previously been observed for
rock glaciers (e.g. Haeberli, 1985; Arenson et al., 2002; Kääb
et al., 2003; Perruchoud and Delaloye, 2007; Buchli et al.,
2013) and is often linked to changes in air temperature (e.g.
Ikeda et al., 2003; Lambiel et al., 2005; Perruchoud and Delaloye, 2007; Delaloye et al., 2010). At many rock glaciers,
the highest velocities were observed between summer and
early winter, and the lowest in spring or early summer (Delaloye et al., 2010). A gradual decrease in velocity in winter,
phase-lagged by a few months with respect to the cooling of
the ground surface, was measured at various locations (Delaloye et al., 2010). A sudden peak in velocity during the
snowmelt period has also been detected on a rock glacier in
the Turtmann Valley by Buchli et al. (2013). The peak occurred immediately after periods of ground-surface temperatures exceeding 0 ◦ C and pronounced snowmelt, but nonetheless no general correlation between velocity and ground temperature was identified (Buchli et al., 2013). At pos55 not
only a strong acceleration both in the horizontal and vertical
directions, but also a clear change in the direction of movement occurred in May 2012. The vertical change is about
1.1 m higher than can be explained by the slope around the
boulder (34◦ ). We assume that during this time a second process besides rock-glacier creep was involved, potentially triggered by an increase in pore-water pressure or thawing of
the ground: a rotational slide affecting the tongue of the rock
glacier might have caused a sharp acceleration of the surface
movement and a rotation of boulders (cf. Roer et al., 2008;
Arenson , 2003). In addition, thaw consolidation might have
further increased the amount of surface lowering and the rotation of the boulder (Berthling et al., 2001), however, its
contribution might be minor (Brommer et al., 2012).
The velocity and its variability at pos27 are much smaller.
The duration of the velocity periods are long (several weeks–
months) because of the low SNR. However, small changes
Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 14, 2503–2520, 2014

are visible: velocities were highest in autumn and lowest
in midwinter. Furthermore, an acceleration was observed in
spring 2012. The lowest velocities and acceleration in spring
have previously been reported for landslides in the San Juan
Mountains in Colorado (not in permafrost; Coe et al., 2003).
After Coe et al. (2003), the availability of surface water has
a stronger influence on the displacement rates than ground
temperature.
6.4

Separation of rotation and translation

MPs are calculated both for the GPS antenna and the mast
foot. While the antenna includes both the rotation and translation of the station, the foot only (or to a larger proportion) includes the translational movement. For both pos27
and pos55, the cumulative distance at the foot is higher than
at the antenna (Fig. 6). For pos55, the higher cumulative distance is caused by a mast tilt into the direction opposite to
the movement (θmax = 33◦ in azmax = 52◦ and vaz ≈ 270◦ ).
Here, more than 12 % of the measured displacement at the
antenna is caused by a rotation of the station. We assume
that the rotation of the station is caused by the high movement rates, which, in combination with the high slope angle (34◦ ), led to an unstable surface. Furthermore, a rotational slide occurring at the tongue and thaw consolidation
might increase the rotation of the station (see Sect. 6.3). At
pos27 by contrast, the inclination of the mast is similar to
the direction of movement and thus a higher displacement
at the antenna would be expected but nearly no tilt of the
mast occurs (θmax = 1.4◦ , azmax = 117◦ , Fig. 2). Moreover,
at pos27 the uncertainty of the inclinometer measurements
is high (σθ = 1.1◦ and σaz = 101◦ ) and thus SNR is low. As
a consequence, the signal in the rotation measurements cannot be separated from its uncertainty, which leads to incorrect
estimations of the rotation.
At pos55, the displacement of the foot is more linear compared to the antenna (Fig. 9). This is not the case at pos27.
Here, differences between the displacement at the antenna
and the foot are highest after device changes, but generally
small. After each device change, the differing sensors have
slightly different readings which results in changes in the tilt
that are larger than the actual rotation of the mast itself at
pos27. For pos55, this effect is less important because of the
comparably larger tilt and displacement.
The influence of the assumption that the GPS foot is the
centre of rotation increases with an increase in size of the
boulder on which the GPS station is mounted. A more realistic centre of rotation can be approximated by applying different values of the mast height (1.5 m < hmast < 3.5 m). At
the most realistic centre of rotation, the direction of movement should be the smoothest. For pos55, we estimated that
the centre of rotation lies approximately 2.5 m below the antenna, i.e. about 1 m within the boulder. This seems reasonable as the boulder has a diameter on the order of 2 m (Fig. 1).
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Conclusions and outlook

The developed method (SNRT) adaptively calculates
a smoothing window based on the SNR of the position data.
The SNR is estimated using Monte Carlo simulations. Derived velocities represent average velocities representative of
a given period. Each velocity period has a known SNR that
is above a predefined threshold. This helps to understand the
influence of the uncertainty of the data and to interpret the
temporal variability.
Sensitivity tests with synthetic time series revealed that
for position data with high noise levels, estimated velocities
strongly depend on the chosen method and parameter settings, especially if the SNR is variable. For high noise levels a smoothing of the data is crucial to obtain realistic velocity estimations. Furthermore, for variable SNRs, the performance of methods that adapt the smoothing window to
the noise of the data is clearly better. SNRT has proven to
be a suitable method to obtain reliable velocity estimations
based on noisy GPS data with variable SNR.
SNRT allows us to empirically select a suitable threshold
on the basis of the SNR estimated through MCS. In our case
study we found that for a threshold of 15 or higher, velocity
estimations were no longer affected by the uncertainty in the
data.
With the application to a case study, we could show that
based on SNRT the temporal variability of permafrost slope
movements can be investigated. The GPS station on the rock
glacier (pos55) followed a seasonal cycle with lowest velocities in midwinter. During snowmelt several peaks occurred.
At pos27, located on a deep-seated landslide, the seasonal
signal is less clear. Velocities tend to be highest in autumn
and lowest in midwinter.
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This study showed that error related to the rotation of
the GPS station depends on the tilt of the mast and its uncertainty. If the rotation is higher than its uncertainty, the
rotational movement can be separated and the direction of
movement of the mast foot (corrected for the mast tilt) became more stable compared to the antenna. If the rotation of
the station is small and stays within the uncertainty of the
measurements, the correction of the mast tilt leads to lowerquality results.
Performance tests revealed that SNRT is a suitable method
for detecting changes in velocity, even for position data with
a high noise level and variable SNR. According to our analysis, the SNRT method is better suited for the analysis of
movements with small changes in velocities compared to
their noise level (e.g. deep-seated landslides) than common
methods such as spline or lokern. The SNRT method can
be used to analyse position data that include both periods
of slow continuous displacement and short periods of high
velocities (e.g. sudden acceleration of rock glaciers or slopes
with gelifluction during the (snow-)melt period in spring).
However, if the noise level is high then detection of the exact timing of acceleration is difficult (as is the case for all
of the methods tested). Furthermore, additional tests on real
movement patterns would help to further investigate the performance of SNRT.
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Appendix A
To calculate the inclination (θ) an its azimuth (φ) in the local
coordinate system, the rotation of the mast is decomposed
into three components (cf. Corripio, 2003): one around the
z axis by the azimuth, a second around the x axis by the inclination and a third back around the z axis by the negative
azimuth. The vector of the mast in the rotated reference system can then be described as the original vector multiplied
by the three rotational matrices:

p
θ = acos cos(X)2 + cos(Y )2 − 1 ,
(A1)
0.5 × acos(cos(X)2 − cos(Y )2 )
φ=
,
cos(X)2 + cos(Y )2 − 2
with the inclination in the x direction (X) and the inclination
in the y direction (Y ).
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Appendix B
In Appendix B, the selection of the smoothing window
within the SNRT method is described with more detail based
on a Figure (Fig. B1) and pseudocode (Fig. B2): the applied
smoothing window directly depends on the SNR of the position data. For each velocity period the SNR of the velocity
must be higher than a predefined t. The uncertainty of the velocity is estimated with MCS. In each simulation, an error is
assigned to the positions and the velocity (linear regression)
is calculated. It is looped through all available connected data
points (chunks) with an increasing size of the smoothing window and tested if the SNR of the velocity is higher than t. If
the criterium is fulfilled, a velocity is assigned to those data
points and they are excluded in further processing (i.e. no
longer available).
loop 1 (w=2)
loop 2 (w=3)
loop 3 (w=4)

Position
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time windows
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Figure B1. Schematic depiction of the algorithm. Based on positions and their standard deviations, velocities are estimated with linear
regressions. The time window (number of measurements) applied depends on the signal to noise component. If the SNR is higher than the
predefined threshold (the SNR criterion is fulfilled), a velocity is assigned to the period. We loop through all chunks (available connected
data points) while increasing the size of the smoothing window (w) until to each data point a velocity is assigned. See text and pseudocode
for more detail.
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Data: Matrix of positions with: timestamp, E+uncertainty, N+uncertainty,
h+uncertainty
Result: Matrix of estimated MPs with: time period (from, to), µv , aziv ,
σv , σazi−v , SNR

windows
t15

1
ks

t20

window Assigned velocity

1. chunk

v [...]
0.2
...

...

From To
t7
t8
...

...

2
ks

w=2

t1
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6
t7
t8
t9
...
...

e Chunks
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

window Assigned velocity

1. chunk

From To
t5
t7
t7
t8
-

v [...]
0.1
0.2
-

...

...
...

...

2. chunk

t1
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6
t7
t8
t9

...

w=3

...

e Chunks
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

/* Start with the smallest window size (2) and end
with maximal window size (n=number of data
points)
*/
for w ← 2 to n do
get chunks: chunks of available connected data points;
/* Get chunks of available (no MPs assigned so
far) connected data points
*/
for this.chunk in chunks do
/* Loop through all the individual chunks
*/
if length(this.chunks) < 2 ∗ w then
/* Cannot further split this.chunk,
therefore a mean velocity over all
data points of this.chunk is
calculated.
*/
calculate MP and SNR /* MCS are used to
estimate the uncertainty of MPs, see
sec. 4.1.2
*/
save MP;
mask data points of this.chunk /* Data points
within this.chunk are masked and to
exclude from further processing. */
next /* jump to next this.chunk
*/
end
for row.beg ← (beg − w + 1) to (chunk.end − w − 1)
do
/* Loop from the beginning (beg) to the
end (end) of this.chunk with window
size (w)
*/
define smoothing window:
ind = row.beg : row.beg + w − 1;
calculate MP for this.chunk(ind);
calculate SN R;
if SN R > threshold then
/* Test SNR criterium i.e., SNR
must be higher than predefined
threshold.
*/
if end − row.beg < w − 1 then
/* Prevent leftover data points
too short for subsequent
window size
*/
define new smoothing window:
ind = row.beg : end/* New
smoothing window that
includes all positions from
row.beg to end
*/
calculate MP for this.chunk(ind);
end
end
save MP for this.chunk(ind);
mask used positions of this.chunk(ind)/* If MPs
were assigned, data points within
this.chunk(ind) (except of the first
and last) are masked out and
excluded from further processing */
break /* jump to next this.chunk
*/
end
end
end

the algorithm. Based on posins, velocities are estimated with
of the velocity is estimated with
imulation, an error is assigned to
ression) is calculated. The time) applied depends on the signal to
Algorithm 1: Pseudocode to describe the selection of
her than the predefined
Figure B2. threshold
Pseudocode to describe the selection of smoothing-windows in SNRT, with size of smoothing widow w, total number of data
city is assigned
to
the
period.
We
smoothing-windows
in SNRT,
sizeincluding
of smoothpoints n, chunks of available connected
data points of the trajectory.
The with
algorithm,
position data, chunks and smoothing window
connected data
points) with
in-B1.
are illustrated
in Fig.
ing widow w, total number of data points n, chunks
ndow (w) until to each data point
of available connected data points of the trajectory.
pseudocode for more detail.
The algorithm, including position data, chunks and

smoothing
window
are illustrated in Fig.
B.1.
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